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Abstract Expression ism

Revisited

Robert Motherwell.

Three Poems.

The Write Room, Leamington

spa.

ln 1988 Robert Motherwell and the

Mexican poet, Octavio Paz,

collaborated in the production of a

livre d'aftistei Motherwell

contributed twenty-six lithographs

to accompany three poems by

Paz. The exhibition at The White

Room is showing the poems and

sixteen or more of the lithographs.

At first glance these black and

white abstract images, consisting

of a few gestural lines and brush

strokes, seem too simple, too

minimal, to hold our interest.

Measured in inches rather than

feet, they do not have the

presence or the drama of his

impressive larger, more public

works on canvas. They are

uncompromisingly abstract, and

after some twenty years of Post-

Modernism and the return of

figuration, the viewer needs time to

adjust to images that are indirect

and subtle.

Mothenruell was greatly attracted to

and influenced by European Art

and Literature, and, as an artist

and intellectual, his quality of mind

expressed itself equally in words

as in visual works. For this reason

an awareness of the social,

political, philosophical and cultural

history that informed his life,

together with his written work, is

perhaps more important in

understanding Motherwell's art,

than with most other artists; it

gives his work additional colour,

weight and value. Surrealism,

psychic automatism, the Spanish

Civil War, Zen Buddhism, Oriental

calligraphy and the work of major

poets in Europe and the USA, are

among the most important

influences detectable in

Motherwell's lithographs. ln 1988,

he wrote: "l believe that Octavio

Paz's poetry, in its richness,

humanism, explosiveness and

liberation owes something to the

Surrealist' effort to reach the

preconscious and unconscious,

where most of our being lives.... I

have spent my life trying to reach

beyond the merely formal,

essential as it is to art..."

Perhaps now, at the distance of

fifty years, it is time to tip our hats

to the Abstract Expressionists. lt

took a good deal of courage and

faith to jettison the object-based

world, to venture into the unknown,

to accept the possibility of chaos,

to make something out of nothing.
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Of Surrealism (and it seems

equally if not more true of Abstract

Expressionism) Motherwell wrote,

"Like Rimbaud......the Surrealists

abandoned the aesthetic

altogether; it takes a certain

courage to leave poetry for Africa".

Motherwell, early in his career was

influenced by Baudelaire,

Rimbaud, and particularly

Mallarme's symbolism - the art of

indirection - the "effect of the

objecf', not the object itself.

Orange in a work by Motherwell is

not simply pure orange, the colour,

"...it also has to do with fruit, with

the sun, with skin, with lots of

things." Confronted by his

lithographs, viewers must be open

minded, visually sensitive and

have a degree of patience.

Motherwell's metaphors are not

obvious. They are suggested by a

variety of subtle and sometimes

violent contrasts of form, by

movement and energy. The dense

blacks and subtle greys can and

often do symbolise a range of

human perceptions, such as night,

death, blackness, absence of light.

Black and white are active

elements that are often seen in

opposition, as antagonists. The

metaphors in the lithographs are

recognisable from Mothenruell's

earlier work, his paintings on

canvas, his collages and drawings.

The image in the Mexican City

Personages, l, ll, and lll, for

example, were derived from his

earlier painting, The Hollow Men,

that was inspired by T.S.Eliot's

famous poem. The Mexican Elegy

and Spanish Elegy refer back to

the original Elegy for the Spanish

Republic, an image that was to

become Mothenrell's metaphor for

all wars and the negation of

humanity. The metaphorical

configurations, in paintings such

as Je t'aime and Red Samurai, are

also apparent in other lithographed

images.

Motherwell lithograph Three Poems

Although most of the metaphors

were reworked, drawn anew,

especially for the proposed

publication (to create a balance

between text and image) this was

not the case with the eight
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lithographs for the San lldefonso

Nocturne. These were reproduced

(presumably by photolithography)

from ink on vellum drawings made

by the artist in 1967 to accompany

the text of Arthur Rimbaud's, A

Season in Hell. Like other /ivres

d'artistes, such as that by Pierre

Bonnard and the poet Paul

Verlaine, the image and the text

complement one another and each

gains by the association. This is

certainly the case in Motherwell's

collaboration; all the images were

created with an accompanying text

in mind. On their own, without a

text, the images do seem too

slight, particularly in some

instances, and not complete, but

this a tribute to Motherwell's

understanding of the nature of

collaboration and his respect for

the poet's work.

It was from the exiled Surrealists in

New York after the war that

Motherwell learnt about the

technique of psychic automatism

that enabled him to "reach beyond

the merely formal". But he

characterized the process by

which he

arrived at a final, 'finished' work as

a struggle that had "inexorable

moral values". He listed a long

catalogue of choices to be made,

of pitfalls to be avoided: "no

nostalgia, no sentimentality, no

propaganda, [o discourse, no

autobiographies...no clich6s, no

premeditated endings, no

seduction, no charm, no

relaxation, no mere taste..." Top of

his list of aims were, "immediacy,

passion or tenderness,

beingness...sheer presence...true

invention, search, light, an

unexpected end". The art of

Motherwell seems to have been a

process of self-proving, a continual

testing of himself in relation to the

image. Thought and action went

hand in hand. He wrote, "The

doing is the thinking, the thinking is

the doing". His alert intelligence,

emotional sensitivity, courage and

the belief that the thing was worth

doing, saw him through.

Nick Smale
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James Butler R.A, R.W.A., F.R.B.S.
in conversation with

Mandy Havers and Alan Dyer

lntroduction

James Butler is recognised as one
of Britain's most outstanding post-
war figurative sculptors. He was
born in London in 1931 and lived
most of his early life in Kent. He
was educated at Maidstone
Grammar School and Maidstone
School of Art and studied for a
further two years at St Martin's
School of Art and the Royal
College of Art. Two years of
National Service with the Royal
Signals was followed by 10 years
working as a professional stone
carver.

He taught sculpture and drawing at
the City and Guilds of London Art
School and was visiting tutor to the
RoyalAcademy Schools.
He was first elected to the Royal
Academy of Arts in 1964 and is a
member of the Royal West of
England Academy (R.W.A) and a

Fellow of the Royal Society of
British Sculptors (F.R.B.S). He is
also a member of LSA.

His first major commission, in
1973, was for a twice life size
statue of Jomo Kenyatta, President
of Kenya. He has since that time
established an international
reputation, producing many public
commissions and works for private
collections throughout the world.

He currently lives and works in an
old Wanruickshire farmhouse where
he has his studio, gallery and
workshops. He was visited there in
November 2003 by Mandy Havers
and Alan Dyer where the following
conversation was recorded for Art
Space.

Mandy began by asking him to say
something about the Jomo
Kenyatta commission...
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JB Wett, it was my first big job. lt's a
seated portrait, about ten feet high. I

was teaching at the time I got the
commission and I'd done a few life
size pieces but nothing on that scale. I

went over to Kenya to meet Kenyatta
before the work began. I thought he
was going to tell me what to do but he
just asked me to tell him what I

wanted. Aftenryards, one of his
ministers told me they wanted a
seated statue and Kenyatta had to be
depicted as the 'father of the nation'.
So, it had to be a seated figure.
Kenyatta gave me one morning when
he agreed to sit for me. We met in a
small shed with just a table and a
couple of chairs. When he came in he
said to me, what should I do, and I

said would you mind sitting
comfortably on a chair so I can
obserue you. He sat down with his
hands folded on his walking stick, legs
slightly apart. He just sat there, very
upright. As soon as I saw him in that
position I thought that's natural to him,

President Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya,

it's simple and dignified and, if I can,
l'm going to make the statue like that,
and that's how I made it. I took a lot of
photographs and measurements of
him and I took photos and made some
quick drawings of his cloak. He sat
very still for me for about three hours,
There wasn't time for any detailed
drawing and no time to get clay out
and do any modelling. I took a lot of
photographs of the stick he was
holding and the first thing I did when I

got back to England was to make a
replica of it which had to be twice life
size. I measured it while I was there
and when I got back I had it made up
by a wood turner. The top of the stick
was an elephant's head which I

carved in wood and stuck onto the top
of the replica. When it was finished I

put it up on a banker in my workshop
and just made the figure fit the stick
and that gave me the basic scale for
the sculpture. I knew if it looked alright
with the stick then the rest would be
OK. lt worked out very well. The
Kenyatta commission didn't make me
a lot of money but it did provide just

7



MH Since the Kenyatta commission you've done a number of memorial sculptures.
Does the memorial have a special appeal for you?

Soldier, The Green Howards, D-Day Memorial, Cr6pon, Normandy

enough for me to take a year off
teaching, so it was thanks to that one

JB I do think it's important to
remember the dead, and to
remember people who have died
for their country. In military history
there have been many great
heroes and I do like the idea of the
hero. I made a memorial for a
village in Normandy. lt's just a
simple seated figure of a soldier. lt
was commissioned by the Green
Howards who lost a lot of men on
D-Day. They decided to set up a
memorial where one of their men
had won the VC - the only one
awarded on D-Day. He was a great
hero - I've read about his exploits
and he was amazingly brave. He

commission that I was able to start
practising fulltime as a sculptor.

just wanted to do something. His
men were pinned down and he got
up from where they were
sheltering and made a great effort
to remove the soldiers who were
pinning them down. The Green
Howards had the idea of having a
statue of an ordinary soldier. The
brief was to create an image of a
soldier sitting in a mood of
contemplation - just a bloke sitting
there thinking about what it was
like. That appealed to me
tremendously. He was undeniably
a great man but they didn't want a
victorious looking soldier, just a
bloke thinking about his situation.
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MH You did a sculpture, Daedalus, for the Fleet Air Arm that stands on the
Embankment in London. I think this piece is particularly dramatic and
interesting because you seem to have explored a more inventive way of
working. You have allowed things to happen in that piece that move away
from the strictly realistic or representational.

: :r9@Ks\atii

FleetAirArm Memorial, Mctoria Embankment Gardens, London

JB That's right. ln most of the
commissions l've done I've been
asked to make portraits. I am
interested in portraiture but in the
Daedalus piece I was trying to
make a

memorialto men who had died in
flight. I had the idea of making a
winged figure, like lcarus, which
would be emotionally charged -
almost like a hymn to the dead.

MH Did you feel you'd explored that subject fully by the time the work was
finished or could you have carried on and done more winged figures for
yourself rather than for a commission?
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MH But you wouldn't do another piece for yourself?

JB Yes. \Mren it was finished I

looked at it and thought, I wish I'd
done this or that. lf I'd had the

JB Well I can't afford to. They are
very expensive to produce and
perhaps no-one would buy it after
it was made. The Daedalus idea is
a concept l'd really like to explore

JB I suppose the Kenyatta
sculpture set me off on a career of
producing commissioned works
and public statues which function
outside the gallery system. After
the Kenyatta commission I got a
job to do a piece for Zambia. The

chance, I'd have liked to have
done other pieces like it.

more but as an artist working full
time I have to earn enough money
to support myself and my family.

Kenyatta statue celebrated
Kenya's tenth anniversary and two
years after that was Zambia's tenth
anniversary. The Zambians
contacted me straight after they'd
seen the Kenyatta statue and
asked me to produce a sculpture

AD After you'd done the Kenyatta sculpture did you show any of your work
in galleries or did you concentrate mainly on public commissions?

Monument to the Freedom Fighters of Zambia. Lusaka, Zambia
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MH How were the Kenyatta and Freedom Fighter sculptures received in this
country - was there any critical recognition of them?

of a freedom fighter. They wanted
a figure breaking chains which
would represent the emergence of
the Africans from colonial

JB Both works were extremely
well received in their respective
countries and I thought, perhaps
naively, that such important
sculptures by an

JB Yes, my work rarely gets any
critical reviews. I've got quite a few
pieces set up in London
including the Daedalus sculpture -
but no critic has ever given any
regard to them or even thought
about mentioning them. Artists like
me who have worked a lot on

MH What do you put that down to?

JB I don't know but one feels that
critics are only interested in work
in galleries. Perhaps there's an
easily trodden path that critics take
and they go from one gallery to
another because they know the

JB Yes, that's part of the problem.
I remember a while ago there was
a series of W programmes on the
Royal College of Art, and Sir
Christopher Frayling, who was the
Rector, said an extraordinary thing.
He said, we now live in a non-skill

JB I think it has a lot to do with
having a spokesman. For

domination. I had great fun doing a
twelve foot statue of a muscular
African figure - it was great to do.

English artist would get some
mention in the English press but
there wasn't a word. lt's as if the
works didn't exist.

public commissions are rarely
considered to be artists of any
contemporary note. Also, if you
see articles in newspapers where
new public art pieces have been
unveiled it's rare that the artist gets
mentioned and rarely is any critical
attention given to the work.

dealers and the people who run
the galleries. They will rarely go
any distance to look for anything.
\Mty they don't take more interest
in public art I just don't know.

era. I thought, well l'll be damned,
that's true in a way. That phrase
jumped out at me - we live in a
non-skill era. Maybe that's what it
is - skilljust isn't valued.

example, early in Henry Moore's
career his spokesman was Herbert

MH ls this lack of critical attention something that has continued in relation to
your public commissions?

MH Could it be because public art falls into a category somewhere between
craft and fine art?

AD There are artists like Henry Moore, Paolozzi and Reg Butler who have
made public art works but they also seem to have been written into the
history of art by the critics. I wonder what circumstances might have caused
that. Were they doing two types of work - one which was considered to be
serious art that appealed to the critics and another which was public art that
didn't get the same recognition?

tl



AD But when you're creating commemorative and memorial works that mean
so much to communities and to the lives of individual people you are using
your skills as an artist to create a focus for those feelings. lsn't it enough to
have created something like that without necessarily having the critics write
about it as well? ln earlier centuries many art works were created that were
socially and culturally important but the artists remained anonymous. ls it an
anomaly of our own time that artists feel they need to have critical coverage
of their work or to have some kind of fame or celebrity?

Read. Read introduced his work
and his ideas to the general public
and it then began to be accepted
and written about and looked at.
So he had someone to talk and
write about him. Perhaps all one
needs is to have someone start

JB Yes, I think you're right. ln a
way the emotional charge one gets
from creating public works and
having people say how much they
mean to them, that's really all you
need. On the other hand there
does seem to be this odd anomaly.
\Mren one looks at a work of art in
a gallery it has a certain meaning
and status and yet when another
work of art is set up to be paft of

JB Yes. \Mren I was a student I

loved the work of contemporary
Italian sculptors like Marino Marini,
Jiacomo Manzu and Martini. They
were all figurative sculptors and I

just felt a close affinity with their
style of work. Manzu had a quality
about his work that appealed to
me enormously and l've always
had a great respect for his work. I

met him once. He had a
retrospective at the Tate so I went
to see him. I walked up to him and

AD \Mrat about Rodin or Degas?

JB Of course, I've always admired
Degas, and Rodin is an artist who
has influenced me enormously. I

remember going to France when I

was about eighteen and visiting
the Rodin museum. I was just

walking around some of the public
statues and providing a similar
critique, or maybe trying to
understand what the artist is trying
to say. lt would be interesting if
someone was to do that but no-
one does.

our lives outside in an open space
it has a lack of critical attention. I

just think it is odd that there is a
gap between the two. I'm not
asking for special personal
recognition, I'm just saying that it's
odd that people often don't regard
a public memorial as a work of art
- it is only regarded as a work of
art if it's in a gallery.

said Signor Manzu, and he said Si,
and that was it. I didn't know any
Italian and he couldn't speak
English so I just shook his hand
and walked away in
embarrassment. He did religious
reliefs and some wonderful figures
with a lovely quality of clay about
them. He cast them in such a way
that he tried to preserve that
quality so there was hardly any
chasing in his work aftenrards. He
also had a very good foundry.

amazed at the way he worked. I

think the studies of Balzac in his
dressing gown are extraordinary. I

also like a lot of the Victorian
artists. There's a sculptor called
Sergeant Jagger who did the

AD Could I ask you about the artists whose work has influenced you. ln the
early part of your career were there sculptors that you particularly admired or
on whom you tried to model your work?
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AD Was it something about the realism of those artists that appealed to you
rather than the work of, say, Zadkine or Brancusi who were doing something
very different - more modernist? \Mrat you seem to be suggesting is that you
are very attracted to a pre-modernist way of working.

artillery memorial at Hyde Park
Corner. I've always thought that
was the most wonderful piece. ln a

JB That's true, yes. I have a
respect for people like Zadkine but

JB Yes, I've never thought of it
like that but that's very true. I like
the notion of spirit - spirit in the
sense of active life. You are
injecting some sort of living spirit

way I feel my military sculptures
have got an echo of Jagger about
them.

I could never see myself working
in that way.

into inert material. You inject into
the objects you make a life of their
own - the impression of a life
outside yourself.

AD Looking round your studio, you seem to have produced two types of
work. Many of the public commissions are big, heavy, monumental pieces
where the clay and bronze seem very appropriate and are exploited to the
full. But you have other works - also clay and bronze - which are small and
light and have flowing hair and fabric and look as if they have a breeze
blowing over them. These pieces seem to be going against the weightiness
and permanence of the medium. You appear to be deliberately stretching the
armatures and clay to the point where the sculpture doesn't appear to have
weight and solidity, it has something else. lt's as if you're working against the
medium or testing how far you can push it before it fails to do what you want.

Ondine, Bronze, Lifesize

13

Girl Skipping, Bronze, Height 29 in.



MH That idea relates to my own experience as a sculptor. Wth my work I

know there's always a stage where the sculpture starts to look back at me
and it's not necessarily when the eyes are put in. There's always a point
where the sculpture is no longer just inert material - it suddenly shifts to
looking almost as if some kind of presence has entered the piece.

JB Yes, I do know what you thing to be able to do. lt's like a
mean. I think that's very true. little bit of magic. The process is
Somehow there is something that fascinating and I think that's what
you've put into the figure that gives keeps me constantly working - you
it a life that is other than your own are constantly trying to magic
and I think that is an extraordinary something outside yourself.

AD That sounds like an animistic process. Brancusi was very interested in
Animism - the notion of spirit inhabiting matter. \Mtat you're describing is very
similar - that somehow the matter you are working with becomes inhabited by
some kind of entity - not in any real sense, of course, but through the
perceptions of the viewer.

you just do things but you don't put
your thoughts into words, you don't
utter things. lt's only when you
have to talk about what you've
been doing that you realise more
clearly what you've been thinking.

MH Are there any other sources of inspiration for the work you do?

JB I've always had an interest in will last for hundreds of years but
astronomy and the whole business there will be a time when they
of time and space. I don't know a disappear. They might have
lot about it but I've always been permanence in my lifetime but
interested. Everything seems so they're not permanent in the bigger
transitory. People say my scheme of things and nor are we.
sculptures

AD The notion of transience is interesting particularly in relation to
monumental sculpture. The Chinese have a saying that life is like a bridge -
you don't build on a bridge you just use it to pass over to the other side.

JB lt's interesting having this
conversation because it's making
me talk about things that I don't
normally speak about. \A/hen
you're working in the studio all day

JB I think that's true. We know
everything will come to an end,
that the things we produce and
feel are permanent are really
transitory. \A/hen you think about
the vastness of space the things

we do seem so small and
temporary. A galaxy is 100,000
light years across but galaxies are
like specks of dust, there are
clouds of them - it's just too much
when you think about it.....

AD We seem to have moved from clay and bronze to spirituality and now
we're in the cosmos.

JB Yes, we're out of control here aren't we!

MH Can I ask you, finally, what kind of memorial you would like to make for
yourself?
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JB That's a very good question.
I've often thought of doing a self-
portrait but never got round to it. I

would like to do a figure of myself
one day. \Mren I was younger I

think I looked OK, but when you
get to my age and look at yourself
in the mirror you think, Christ,
you're getting the legs of an old
man - they're shrunken like an old
man's legs. lt's quite a shock to
see yourself like that. Ordinarily,
when you've got your clothes on
you look alright, you still think
you're about the same, but seeing

LSA Open 2004, Library Gallery,
University of Warwick July 2004

Membership of Leamington Studio
Artists grows year on year but its annual
exhibition seems to shrink. The problem
is space rather than enthusiasm. The
work in this necessarily more selective
exhibition was up to standard but it
suffered as a consequence of the size
restriction. Not all artists work at their
best on a small scale. Some do, but
they tend to be the exceptions. \A/hen
artists want to make a statement, they
usually like to give themselves a bit of
elbow room.

Drawings are by definition small in both
scale and scope. lt's no surprise
therefore that many of the best exhibits
here were either drawn on paper or
used paper as a resource for making
images. Mick Rafferty's Afsui desu ne
was built from layers of paper that
ranged from hand-made Japanese to
run of the mill tissue. lt worked well both
technically and as a statement about
cultural differences in attitudes to
sensuality and sex.

Becky Ellis created a tiny haunting
image, Bare Pattern, that suggested
different but related issues around

yourself unclothed..... I don't think
I'd be able to do myself as a heroic
figure, more a figure of pity. But
seriously, lt would be quite nice to
do a memorial to myself - maybe
a bloody great mausoleum,
wouldn't that be marvellous! I went
to Venice not long ago and saw
Canova's tomb. There are steps
up to the tomb with three or four
sculptures of weeping female
figures.... I love that idea.

AD I think we can end on that.

clothing and nudity. lts size didn't stop
her from making her point effectively.
Angela Stride's digital photograph of a
shed on a hill also set you wondering
but this time about whether it was ever
really there. lf it was, it was surreal, if it
wasn't, it was cheating - but clever
cheating.

Phil Goddard has always been good at
evoking miniature seascapes from
scraps of wood, with never a funnel in
sight. Tessa Beaver is equally
consistent. Her etching, Partita 111
pitched two visual conventions against
each other, one abstract and the other
figurative. lt was restrained but effective.

Nancy Upshall also invited a double
reading of her small painting that could
be enjoyed as a purely abstract image
or read and still enjoyed as a bird's-eye-
view of somewhere that you felt must be
by the sea.

Helen Bone's vigorous abstraction didn't
need and wouldn't have benefited from
such specific placement. lt was
evocative in more general terms through
the familiarity of its painterliness.
Derived from De Kooning and Pollock,
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this approach depends on the validity of
the spontaneous gesture and its
capacity to carry meaning. lt's quite an
old convention now but it can still ring
true but more as a celebration of style
than a repository of meaning.

Rhoda Bertz seemed to be searching for
meaning in her small abstract paintings.
They too depended on an improvisatory
approach but within a formal structure
that offered the image an internal
framework from which to grow. This
approach has its own limitations as it
predetermines the architecture of the
work but it does allow a coherent image
to develop. These sensitively handled
works are a good start.

Laura Merlin's One Self put the image
first too but within a simpler framework.
It was an effective proto-portrait that
depended on the mesmeric effect of the
eyes in an othenruise misty evocation of
the head.

There was some interesting work
therefore in an exhibition that also
looked good. But as last year, many
artists whose work would have
strengthened the exhibition were sitting
this one out. lt's essential for the
continued development of this important
annual event that it secures a larger
venue next year.

Peter McCarthy

LSA OPEN University of Wanruick2OO4
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Beneath the Surface.

Rosemary Keep
Sally Carpenter
Grace Newman
Dorothy Biddle

Joanne de la Salle

CAW Gallery, Leamington Spa.

Joanne de la Salle's ten paintings, all
some eighteen inches square, are hung
in groups of four and two. The colours
are applied in thin glazes and between
the glazes lengths of string and ribbons
of fabric are interposed to give a variety
of texture and a low relief. In some
instances the string has been removed
to expose thin veins of underlying
colour. The surfaces are not painterly
and the colour, dominated by strong
reds and blues, is symbolic rather than
aesthetically pleasing. The shallow
linear reliefs and the puckered surfaces
might suggest blood vessels, veins and
arteries, and scar tissue. These

paintings would have a greater impact
on a larger scale and de la Salle could
be bolder in her use of a technique that
has much more potential.

One of Dorothy Biddle's exhibits, titled
Beneath the Surtace, is a large carved
block of wood (a symbolic head
perhaps) out of which grow many small
projecting lips of a fungus; after two
years of growth it covers about half the
surface. By placing this in an exhibition
Biddle is acknowledging that the laws of
nature apply equally to art as to life. ln
so doing she draws attention to the
never ending efforts of conservators to
preserve our artistic heritage: the
crumbling ruins of the Parthenon, the
restoration of the Sistine Chapel, Da
Mnci's Last Supper. Biddle's piece is
also about time and change, measured
in small increments of growth and
decay, in months and years. She is also
interested in the way we perceive
ourselves and others perceive us. The
free-standing sculpture made of
plywood and mirrors, titled Perception,
looks something like a wardrobe. lt is
perhaps intended as a metaphor of our
changeable personas. Like actors or
authors we go to the wardrobe, put on
different clothes and adopt different
roles and characters. The sequence of
photographs of cars parked over
gravestones, titled Respecf, does not
explore the idea beyond this first
impression. One photograph would have
made the point
just as well.

Joanne de la Salle
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Grace Newman Red Box Day

Grace Newman's, Red Box Day,
consisting of two red containers stuffed
to overflowing with broken mannequin
parts - heads, torsos, arms and legs -
seem to be making a statement about
an aspect of contemporary life, about
war perhaps or the medical profession.
The red boxes are however, 'recycling
boxes', and Newman wishes to draw
attention to the importance of recycling
human body parts, particularly human
organs. They reminded me of
photographs documenting war and
particularly the piles of bodies in the
grave pits of German concentration
camps, the impersonal features and
painted faces of the mannequins
denoting the dehumanisation of the
victims. ln contrast, Private Member, a
tow-bar mounted on the wall, with a
calibrated syringe as extension, and
bright red knob, is light-hearted and
witty. Her least successful work is Chill.
The disembodied spine, made from
plastic tubing and medical neck
supports and lying slumped in a corner,
is intended to remind us of our bad
posture habits, our chilled-out lifestyle.

The work of Sally Carpenter and
Rosemary Keep are commentaries on
war. Carpenter has three textile pieces
which incorporate the shape of the
American 82 Stealth Bomber. ln

Security Blanket, she uses a dark blue
army issue blanket (dark blue suggests
the night sky) on which she has stitched
strips of metallic fabric to form the
emblematic shape of the Stealth
Bomber. Carpenter's Millels lask refers
directly to the Commander of the Abu
Ghraib prison where lraq prisoners were
held and tortured by American soldiers.
The Stealth Bomber motive is used back
to back to create a diamond pattern over
the whole surface of the quilt. The
famous photographs of the lraqi
prisoners and their American
interrogators are sown into each
alternate diamond and then symbolically
'whitewashed' over with acrylic. The
third textile, another quilt, is more
decorative and immediately appealing,
but all images gain from the association
of blankets and quilts with warmth,
comfort and security, the antithesis of
war.

Both sculptures by Rosemary Keep are
suspended from the ceiling. Flayed

Rosemary Keep Women Must Weep
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refers directly to the Madrid bombing.
Made from pieces of red acrylic it hangs
down like a strip of flesh that might be
found unexpectedly, hanging from a
window or over the branch of a tree in
the disaster zone. lt reminds me of the
nightmare scenes depicted by Goya in
his etchings, The Disasfers of War.
Keep eschews refinement, the indirect,
the aesthetic, the subtle and symbolic;
this is in your face, something to turn
away from, instinctively. lt seems to
negate humanity. Her other work,
Women must Weep, is suspended from
the central dome of the gallery. The
upper part is made from aluminium

Dorothy Biddle Sally Carpenter

organza which has been stitched and
painted in acrylic. lt hangs like a
collapsed parachute, a shroud, inside
which a body hangs by its neck;
beneath this a black bin-liner. All colour
seems to have drained from the upper
part and the bin-liner is heavy with what
has drained into it. This is a powerful
symbol of loss and grief, the weight of
despair. The object hangs in limbo; like
the title of the song, Sfrange Fruit (made
unforgettable by Billie Holiday) hanging
from the poplar tree.

Nick Smale

Open 2004, Royal Pump Rooms,

Leamington Spa August 04

Competitive exhibitions are frustrating
for artists, fascinating for the public and,
in this case, confusing for the judges
who decided in the end to split the prize
in two. Visitors could register their
agreement or otherwise with this
decision before the end of the show.
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There was no doubt in my mind. My
vote went to joint prize-winner Grace
Nidirtu's Nightingale, a powerful, poetic
DVD that expressed symbolically her
concerns about ethnicity and gender.

The film was unsophisticated technically
but this didn't seem to matter. The
opening shots lured you into thoughts of
Africa as a brightly coloured scarf slowly
parted to reveal a black face. lt was then
used as a prop for an angry, quick-fire
dance in which it enveloped the head in
every conceivable way. A whole swath
of associations were evoked by this
simple device. lt was a badge of gender
whose meaning Nidirtu stretched in an
improvised sequence of highly charged
moves. A fashion item, it was not.

The rest of the show seemed a bit too
calm and collected in comparison.
Measuring the exhibits against each
other was difficult enough but assessing
their quality against such a burst of
energy was virtually impossible. Open
exhibitions usually lack coherence even
when a single art category is specified.
But when the invitation extends to every
conceivable way of making art, including
craft, confusion is likely to reign. Shows
of this kind can only work if they
illustrate a trend or period - the V&A's
Art Deco show was a good example.
They even included a car in that. But
when the exhibitors only have a post-
code in common, there's unlikely to be
much of a link. The selection panel, you
can't help feeling, did the decent thing,
therefore, and gave the other half of the
prize-money to Luke Skiffington for his
Jungle 2003. lt was a clever painting -
an inventory of abstract effects that
subtly turned washes and dabs of paint
into the steamy landscape of the title.
Abstract painters are always wary of the
tendency for their work to look like
landscape. Skiffington turned this nicely
on its head through a clever twist of the
brush. lt was a neat trick.

lllusionism is, of course, the oldest trick
in the book. Neil Moore is a past master
at it. But this isn't the point of his
paintings. Conventional handling is
never challenged in his work but the
spectator always is. He seems to have a
knack of making you feel uncomfortable
in front of familiar compositions,
probably because the adult parts are
usually played by teenagers, as here in
a transcription from Velasquez's Rokeby
Venus. By dragging this icon into the
present age, he stripped away its mythic
content and showed it in a crueller light.
Moore kept the tonality within a
narrower, middle range so that the rich,
velvety quality of the original melted
away. Thoughts of Venus were gone for
good and replaced by a more
precocious image from out of the
suburbs.

Jan Rawnsley's come-dancing couple
(Let's Fuck Art and Dance) were more
obviously adult but they didn't get an
easy ride either. She'd perhaps been
spending too much time at the Saatchi
Gallery looking at Stella Mne. There
was the same messy abandon and the
same mistaken assumption that Bad
Painting doesn't have to be any good.
But it was an amusing bit of cheek. Bill
Jackson was as eclectic as ever in his
mysterious Bookmark ll. Peter Beard's
Shell Form, mounted nearby, seemed to
be in curious but probably fortuitous
alliance with Jackson's more urban set
of stereotypes.

Richard Sadler's excellent photograph,
Wall, had been shown before in
Leamington but it was still a useful
reminder that art is all around us. lt's
just a matter of looking.
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Mick Rafferty

"Looking Back: 1994- 2004"

The Library Gallery, University of Warwick

April- May 2004

Mick Rafferty likes lines. In this
retrospective exhibition which
represents ten years' work and which is
striking for its variety and diversity (a
casual observer might easily have
mistaken it for a mixed and not a solo
show) - it was line that struck me as the
unifying principle: line as the most
ancient and conventional means of
containing, framing-off, and representing
human experience while at the same
time being that which simplifies,
reduces, and translates that experience,
knowingly failing to do justice to its
multi-dimensionality. This restless
artist, who never stands still but is
constantly experimenting with new
subjects and forms, has an abiding
fascination for grids, divisions,
compaftments, frames, angles, layers,
and lines; for the way these classic
ways of organising and ordering a
design can achieve an aesthetic
harmony and beauty in their own right
while also pointing up the inevitable,
sometimes comic, sometimes tragic, but
always poignant failure to do more than
approximate to experience, to gesture
vaguely in its direction, ultimately to
miss the mark. Thus, the x and y axes
of the two-dimensional picture plane,
while always present here, are
ruthlessly interrogated, frames that seek
to encase the image being in some
cases, like Pergola Daze (1994),
trespassed against, wandered over,
erased, while in others literally
deconstructed and taken apart as
stretchers are exposed to reveal a
picture's structural barebones. An
obsession with surface and depth - with
substrata and the sedimentation of
different levels - also allows this artist to

Mick Rafferty Do you want to see more?
1 998

explore ways in which the third
dimension can in turn depict the fourth:
that is, with how foundations laid down
and overlaid, however obscured they
might be by what comes after or lies on
top, have an axial bearing on the visible
surface that has evolved over time and
that would not be the way it is without
them. These surfaces do not seek to
capture a moment in time, to freeze-
frame it or fix it dead like a fly in amber;
nor do they present themselves as a
finished product, the end result of a
project successfully completed. Rather,
in demonstrating production as process,
they seek to honour the experience of
time as it is lived through - paused,
perhaps, even held up for the game's
dure6, but never completed, never
"over". We may be accustomed to
delineating time, but this artist subverts
any simple idea of a narrative that
organises experience into an orderly
series of events, wittily deploying the
most graphic of means to play around
with the time line: sometimes using lines
of text, lines of print, to build up a
palimpsest of different versions;
sometimes dividing the canvas up into
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cartoon-like sections that juxtapose
sequence with simultaneity, leaving us
unsure whether scenes precede or
follow each other, or even whether they
are connected at all.

Digging for Clues (1999) represents the
halfiruay point in this decade of work - a
square canvas with a yellow centre
unevenly bordered with silver-grey and
covered in shreds and shards, scraps of
plastic, strips of paint that have been
peeled ofi and re-applied. The
horizontals that organize the
composition conjure geological layers -
the lines in a cross-section of rock that
can be read like a book and that,
flattened out and diagrammized,
become a kind of reduced shorthand, a
two-dimensional way of signalling time,
the passing of untold aeons whose
scale exceeds the human imagination.

At the same time, the canvas swings
round, re-orientating the viewer to look
into its depths, to see the surface as an
outermost skin beneath which multiple
levels lie layered one upon the other.
The fragments that lie scattered across
the canvas are only the finishing touch,
the final part of a process traces and
remnants of which remain to be
glimpsed and intuited through a surface
that has been textured, pigmented, and
progressively re-worked. The inspiration
here is Gerhard Richter, an artist who, in
Rafferty's own words, "combines a
production process which superficially
displays an informed intuitiveness allied
to a controlled rationale and set of
techniques. During the process of
reaching the "finished stage"
Rafferty goes on, in words that could
describe his own practice as much
as that of Richter, "typically much of that
previously arrived at is destroyed or
obliterated in order to allow the neuv to
exist; a paradoxical commentary, a
simulacrum of the cyclicality of life and

death, the inevitability and
consequential revivification". Like much
of Richter's work, this painting enacts
archaeology in reverse, for here
deposits are made not found, and any
ideas that we may have started out with
(and that are hinted at in the title) of
extraction or excavation, of objects
deeply embedded, of mysteries waiting
to be mined and brought out into the
light, are forcibly turned round. For now
the buried is on the surface, the last is
first and the most ancient the most
recent, allowing the artist to bring into
focus the series of paradoxes with which
he is habitually concerned: hiding and
seeking, concealing and revealing,
completion and process.

Mick Rafferty Atsui desu Ne 2003 detai

Itself the product of a substantial period
of time, this exhibition as a whole could
be read as an archaeology of the artist,
with individual paintings as separate
"deposits".
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Mick Rafferty Digging for Clues 1999

ln the pieces that precede Digging for
C/ues, Rafferty - who always regards
his work as paintings and the activity
involved in producing them as that of a
painter - subjects the form, rationale,
and raison d'6tre of his chosen medium
to intense scrutiny, taking the
components apart and re-assembling
them in a way that barbarises and
defamiliarises whatever might once
have been taken as a norm. Here
stretchers are exposed and strips of
canvas torn and re-woven to pose the
sheer materiality of painting and to
question - in their warp and weft - its
necessary bi-dimensionality. Pigment
is pre-applied, usually to what will be the
back of the surface exposed, so that
what the viewer sees is rather
consequence and aftermath than the
deliberate application of paint. As
before, the artist is concerned with the
processes of uncovering and laying
bare, but not with a view to revealing
some hidden message or inner truth -
the "deep and meaningful" that will
satisfy the customers and supply their
art with its complacent justification. ln
Do You Want to See More? (1998) the

painting performs a striptease before us,
its strips of fake leather and black pvc
deliberate clich6s that punningly signal
that most paradoxical of scenes, at once
public and private, sexy and banal. But
the point is not to savour the nakedness
underneath. As Barthes hints in his
essay on the subject, striptease is less
about mystery than about mystification,
a fetishising of content, teasing the
viewer with the illusion that there is
something there, something more that
will make it allworthwhile.

The same issues resurface in the more
recent work, identifiable by its
recognizably Japanese iconography and
theme. ln glazed pieces such as When
lchimura Met Kitsugi (2002) or Atsui
Desu Ne (2003), layers of semi-
transparent, textured, Japanese paper
overlap to produce - as in a traditional
Japanese interior - a series of partially
revealing, partially obscuring screens.
Again, strips are overlaid and
interwoven to create the impression of
linings and facings, of windows and
grilles. ln the case of the larger
paintings, the canvas itself has become
another screen, images being projected
onto the back and their outlines traced
through, so that, once again, what we
get is the after-effect - a result or trace
rather than the artist's conscious
deliberations - and the image comes to
us necessarily filtered, distanced, and
reversed. The inspiration behind this
body of work is a book of seventeenth-
and eighteenth-century Japanese
erotica that drew the artist with its iconic
and stylised representations. Here
male and female figures are stripped of
any individuality or character in the
same way that Rafferty is determined to
denude his own work of any lingering
traces of private consciousness or
personal history. ln a bid to purge the
work of any characteristic mark or
"signature" brushstroke, the surfaces
here are randomly patterned with
Pollock-like dribbles and squiggles, and
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superimposed with impersonal lines:
traditional Japanese calligraphy or
images copied directly from the source
text. Rafferty's aim in these seems to
be to demote the cult of personality - of
the artist "heavy'' in his consciousness
and intention - and to replace this with a
perhaps Zen-inspired quest for the
unbearably light. The artist recedes
behind figures who are featureless and
blank, no matter what erotic

Peter Greenaway

Tulse Luper at Gompton Verney,

Compton Verney House,

Wellesbourne

There's a pig in a suitcase at Compton
Verney and a case that's made up as a
bed. Peter Greenaway's admirers will
neither be surprised nor disappointed.
This installational response to Peter
Moore's impressive art collection is a
predictably filmic account of
Greenaway's alter ego, Tulse Luper.
He's a fictitious collector of memorabilia
who has packed a fair chunk of the 20th

century into the 92 suitcases that
constitute a positive props department
of the mind.

The show springs to life in the snatches
of film that animate this bewildering
inventory. The DVD projections don't
explain the frogs, feathers, flowers,
photos and texts that spill out of the
suitcases (some of these are self-
explanatory anyway). What they
represent is a restless account of
Luper's supposed presence at a fair
number of the historical and scientific
landmarks of the last century. Hitler and
Mussolini are there, as also are arrests
on trains, sadistic tortures and other

entanglements they are engaged in. As
such he is both marked and vacant, the
images as surely the product of his mind
as they are the vestiges of a train of
thought, impersonal and detached, that
has passed through and is continuing
insouciantly on its way.

Catherine Bates

violations. The suitcases themselves are
of roughly the same vintage as those
discarded in piles that came to
symbolise the Holocaust.

It's not all bad news though. A Noah's
Ark of toy animals prompts Luper to
consider the diversity that can spring
from a single idea. The imagination
takes off on cue as a caseful of water
tosses and heaves like the sea in a
clever, animated sequence. A suitcase
packed with coal and two with candles
are clumsier reminders of the servant's
experience of the house but Greenaway
doesn't dwell on this. lt's more of a
sculptural aside. His interest is in modes
of communication, and this comes
through strongly in an impressive case
that has red ink in one half and blood in
the other. lnk, he asserts, is the second
blood of the world. Randomly generated
text runs across the screens in this room
and also across one of the cases where
it seems tofizz like a sparkler.
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Greenaway has always had a taste for
the eclectic, so the project suits him, but
the welter of loaded references in this
rambling show might weigh too heavy
for some. lt's hard to hold a set of
references in the mind while being
bombarded with a whole heap of others.
There's an antiquated feel to a number
of the exhibits that leaves them
grounded in a musty, junk-shop version
of the past. This doesn't happen in the
film extracts, where Luper's fabricated
history is forced through a digital matrix
that seems to tighten it up. Borut
Krzisnik's music helps with this tidying
process. There's a sharpness about his
writing that pushes the narrative forward
without this seeming bossy or intrusive.
Michael Nyman provides the music for a
separate installation in the Great Hall
where 92 empty suitcases are
suspended from the ceiling in ranks. The
Baroque splendour of the room is too
much for this collection of discarded
baggage. The suitcases are flying but,
as in a travelling circus, the wires can
clearly be seen.

Nyman's score makes up for this. ln
deference to the age of the house, he
gets snatches of 18th Century melody to
twist and turn in and out of key and then
bounce around the walls and thunder
from the ceiling of this sumptuously
appointed room. The window-blinds
open at the climax to reveal three rows
of brightly painted poles that follow
Capability Brown's sightlines. They're as
straight and true as the man himself
must have been. They take you back
into the past through a gateway that
feels entirely modern. lt's a fitting way to
end.

Peter McCarthy

Warwickshire Artsweek
North Warwickshire

Nuneaton and Bedworth
Rugby Areas

Circumstances prevented me from
visiting North Wanruickshire and the
Nuneaton and Bedworth areas during
Wanruickshire Artsweek. However, I did
manage a day in Rugby and later
contacted other artists to arrange visits
to studios.
The Rugby Art Gallery and Museum put
on a selection of local artist's work. Pete
Thornley's small non-digital photograph,
Supplication stood out. lt's another
female nude, a rear view this time,
crouching with the head bent fonrvard
and therefore hidden, the arms angled
up and the fingers splayed.

Peter Thornley Supplication

Thornley's photographs always have
presence. He has a good eye for form
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and the contrast between the black
background and the white of the
headless torso creates a dramatic
effect. ln contrast, the Jackson twins,
show a large digital colour photograph,
titled Cracked Mirrorfrom Side fo Side.

The twins seem to have a predilection
for dressing up their models in a variety
of red, or faded red, fabrics; if their work
was less quirky it might grace the pages
of an off-beat fashion magazine. ln this
image a rather Pre-Raphaelite female
with braided hair sits in front of a full-
length mirror. Her reflection looks out at
two male figures looking in, seen only by
their reflections in the mirror, their faces

and hands pressed against the glass
and framed by the window. The
reflected images of the faces seem to
place them at a great distance, almost in
a different dimension; this contributes to
the dream-like atmosphere and feeling
of complicit voyeurism of this cleverly
constructed and staged work.

Yvette Bartlett shows some aquatint
etchings and monoprints, abstracts in
black and white, printed on thin
Japanese paper. She also exhibits
sculptures and prints in a tiny space in
the library. Here a small sculpture in the
form of an '1', with a white upper and a
black lower section joined by two metal
rods, is less derivative than other
examples of her work (mainly in the
tradition of Moore and Hepworth).
Upping the scale to life-size (her
sculpture often refers to the human
figure) would give greater authority to
the formal elements that characterize
her work. Although she writes that she is
interested in recording fleeting and
elusive impressions, her prints lack a
focus and do not crystallize into
articulated images.

The Tantalus Group exhibiting at the
Alexandra Arms proved disappointing. A
small number of poor to mediocre works
were squeezed in among the competing
clutter of objects on the walls of an
otherwise pleasant enough pub. One
exception was Martin Curley's black and
white photograph, tltled Megan. Megan,
naked from the waist up, lounges with
one leg over the arm of a sumptuous
leather high-backed chair. She looks
seductively at the viewer, a constant
confident gaze. The image is carefully
staged and composed. Curley brings out
the different qualities and contrasting
textures of the black shiny leather, the
fabric of the jeans and the soft contours
of the naked model. Like Thornley, he
effectively exploits black and white
photography to give sharp definition to
form, playing off the whiteness of the

Yvette Bartlett Pierced Marble
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model's flesh against the black of the
chair back. Both the Rugby Visitors
Centre and the Wanruickshire School of
Art were disappointments; the exhibition
at the latter venue had already been
dismantled by Monday morning when I

visited the college.

Unable to contact other exhibitors in the
North Wanruickshire area I visited the
RBSA Gallery in Birmingham to see the
work of Annette Bridges.

Annette Bridges untitled

lnspired by corals and ocean
landscapes her ceramics look like fragile
organic cannon balls. The surfaces of
some ate pierced by round regular
holes, others have projecting spines or
burst open into funnels, or invaginate
like gastrulae. The surfaces are often
flaky like dried lichen and the colours
are pale blue, yellow and green. I left
with images of sand and rock, of bright
clear colours seen in sunlit rock pools.

At The Locks, Hillmorton, Ruth Lyne
works with glass, making kiln fired glass
dishes and glass panels that can form
friezes and larger composite panels.
She uses copper, aluminium and silver
leaf sandwiched between clear sheets
of glass. \A/hen heated the whole
combines to give a range of muted
colours, from pale blue to cobalt,
orangey rust colours, silver and hints of
green. The designs are abstract,
invariably arrangements of horizontal
and vertical strips, that have been
informed by Lyne's liking for the work of
the Abstract Expressionist painters,
Barnet Newman and Mark Rothko. She
also experiments with other techniques
that enable her to create irregular crater-
like windows in the glass and various
configurations of bubbles; these give her
attractive and decorative glasswork
additional expressive possibilities.

Winifred \A/ilmot Pipes

Wnifred Wlmot is a prolific and
accomplished watercolourist, who, in
her best work, is able to create with a
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series of brush marks illusions that
many artists strive to achieve, and fail.
\Mlmot understands form, the need to
select, can paint detail without losing
structure and creates convincing, subtle
and interesting compositions. ln Walk to
Mount her use of pastel adds a textural
quality and a density to the work that
watercolour alone lacks. The image
goes beyond a 'straightforward'
recording of a landscape, it becomes a
product of the artist's imagination and
obeys different laws. Wilmot also likes to
look behind the obvious picture postcard
subject, she seeks out forgotten and
neglected corners, the places that DIY

Jane Ball.

Jane Ball has worked in an almost
empirical way to produce series of
colour photographs and black and white
rayographs that record twelve stages in
the development of the blackberry, from
the bud, through the bloom, to the ripe
fruit. The work is saved from appearing
commonplace by her almost obsessive
attention to detailed observation and
the manner of its documentation and
presentation.

ln order to study the process of change
in her studio Bell coated the various
stages of the blackberry's development
in wax, suspended them on sheets of
glass and heating them in a kiln. The
traces of the melted wax, the smoke and
the bleeding blackberry juice produced a
record of the physical changes that took

enthusiasts,'makeover' teams and
'house doctors', love to sanitise. ln oil
paintings, such as Water Butt, Fence
Post Rammer and Pipes, works she
calls her 'strong paintings', she narrows
her focus of attention, objects are
brought up close to the picture plane
and given equal value. These are
Wlmot at her most adventurous and
interesting.

Nick Smale

"An absurd attempt to represent
the act of becoming - the true

essence of life".
CAW Gallery, Leamington Spa.

September 2004

place and a series of satisfying emotive
images.

Ball then took the idea an important
stage further when she repeated the
process using rectangles of linen
instead of glass. The traces and stains
on the material assumed a quite
different physical appearance and when
the linen rectangles were sown together
to form a double-bed sized sheet the
connotations of the marks were radically
changed. They became for Ball "a visual
reminder of sexual pleasure and pain)"
bearing witness "to failure, arousing
anxiety by rekindling the memories of
one's own fluid vulnerable body''. In her
installation the fabricated sheet hangs
vertically on a wooden frame, like a
Turin shroud, as a mute witness to an
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event or a condition; Calvary is not far
away. Two piles of bricks orderly
arranged (those used for the kiln) and
two neat piles of laundered linen sheets
complete the installation. Here Ball
brings together Henri
Bergson's two distinct orders of
existence, the 'geometric' denoting the
static and safe (clean white sheets and
ordered bricks) and the'vital', that
"transcends finality to evoke movement

Jane Ball lnstallation,
CAW Gallery

and change". The blackberries (studied
so diligently) have become presences,
powerful symbols. lt is no surprise that
Ball quotes frequently from poetic
sources: T.S.Eliot, Emily Dickinson and
Thom Gunn.
The blackberries undergo a further
symbolic transformation in Ball's other
major installation. One hundred and
forty four waxed blackberries are
suspended

catalogue illustration
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Jane Ball

by nylon threads from a square grid-
formation above a circular mirror.
Four equidistant lights mounted on a rail
illuminate the waxed blackberries and
project a fan-like pattern of lights onto
the four walls. ln this darkened space,
separated from the rest of the exhibition,
she has created a luminous atmosphere
of order and calm. Ball has shown that

untitled works at CAW Gallery September 2004
Photo M Rafferty

an act of the imagination can also be an
"act of becoming", transforming
everyday perceptions, giving new life
and meaning to our experience of the
world. lt may be impossible to represent
the "act of becoming" in nature but
thereis nothing futile or absurd about
making the attempt.

Nick Smale
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Fron Donnelly
Colin Dick
Peter Scoles
Bill Jockson
Kolhy Webster
Mork Tilley
Dovid Lewis
Colherine Boles
Jomes C. F. Seow
Liz Wright
Chris Couch
Tim Richords
Josephine Howord
Jone Freeor-Wyld
Tony Prior
Julio Prior
Christionio
Whiteheod
Pol Corpenter
John Moore
Jomes Ploskitt MP
Richord Yeomons
Rebekoh Sutton
Soskio Sutton
Nick Bond
Poi Noble
Jeon-Pierre Kunzler
Roy Spence
Sue Wilkins
Rulh Bennion
Philip Sims
Zoe Jelley
Anne Stonsfield

Philip Goddord
Mo Finnessey
Luise Ellis

Muriel Moson
County Arts Service
Kevin Porrish
Yvetle Borllelt
Ann Power
Mick Rofferty
Pomelo Korn
Donold Thompson
Soroh Plumb
Jon Hunl
Jone Plumb
Sue Johnson
Mork Rofler
Hilory Wilson
Susonne Perry
Pele McCorlhy
Trocey Wells
Dovid Broodheod
Simon English
Wendy Freemon
Sue Jock
VolMitchell
Shono Beord
Morlin Beresford
Chris Browne
lon Phillips
Christine O'Sullivon
Dovid Word
Helen Bone
Coius Dutlon
Steff Hutchinson
Jomes Butler
Jeremy Foster
Roger du Pille
Som Midgley
Judith Hickling
Noncy Upsholl
Potricio Mollett
Neil Phillips
Jone Powell
RochelWhite
Morigold
McGregor
Prue Row-Evons
Annie Word
Dovid Ellis

Poul Lockwood
Mo Enright
Rodney Philcox
Lynsey Cleover
Dovid Broodfield
Alvor Hodlond
Anne Cole
Dionne
Greenowoy
Borboro Shokley
C. J. Duppo-Miller
JoniSmith

Wendy Bicknell
lris Bertz
Sotly Siro
Julio Hoyes
Morgoret Costelow
Louro Merlin
Jon Bowles (Arl
Legocy)
Sukhbir Hothi
Jenny Honkin
Edilh Mohler-Kloss
Tesso Beover
Susie Mendelsson
Groce Newmon
Jomes Ryon
lon Dove
Juliet Glodston
lsolde JeWtt
Mory Buckinghom
NeilStokoe
Lyndo Cook
Grohom Powell
lngo Horlond
Dorolhy Biddle
Doniel Cremin
Elizobeth Morsh
Suson Coomer
Jeon Porker
Vonnetlo
Seechorron
Richord Sodler
John Gilks (HM
Grophics)
Heother Gilks (HM
Grophics)
Corole Cruikshonk
Hornoik Roy
Tony Compbell
Angelo Stride
Jonothon Woller
Rosemory Keep
Alfredo McHole
Alon Dyer
Alison Lombert
Nick Middlelon
Kole Prenlice
Solly Corpenler
Suson Burmon
Solly Tissington
Simon Shoffer
Pegeen Toylor
Diono Archer
Louro Toylor
(Aquorelle Pictures)
Dovid Horbon
Lindo Reutt
Jeon Mouger
Belindo Hughes
Emmo Henry
Nick Smole
Rod Dorling

P. G. McNeil
Moiro Lomont
Ann Broin
Ann Forrester
Rojorshi
Chokroborti
Michelle Bowen
Cloire Milchell
Judith Philcox
Jessico Mollorie
Andy Show
Rodney Bornes
Brendo Rotcliffe
Pixie Worburton
Dovid lvory
Stuort Ellis

PhilCorbett
Motl Jones
Jok Sheridqn
Jon Rownsley
P. Rolond
Brion Sopwell
Stuort Clorke
Eloine Clorke
Goynor Shorp
Roger Sorgent
Lis Prescott
Thomos Toylor
Jill Every
Soroh Burdilt
Sheridon Horn
Michelle Deorden
Penelope
McGregor
Chris Jones
RochelLiddell
Lindo Frost
Angus Liddell
Kole Howkridge
Yvonne Morris
Angus Cockburn
Lindo Roso
Morgorito Rubro
Tim Griffiths
Jone Willioms
Moureen
Howkridge
Corol Wheeler
Nimrit Roi
Lindsey Kemp
Chris Jockmon
Rhodo Bertz
Normon Jones
MoxwellWhite
Sonyo Sluort
Julionne Borry
Poul Burley
Louise Adoms
Mory Porlridge
Sondro Shillingford
PoulChisholm
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Cllr. Roger Emmo Folke Jessico Morgon Jenny Edge
Copping Becky Ellis Mick Cull-Dodd Thomos yeomons
Jill Journeoux Jenny Burns chris Edgerton Lindsoy Attwood
Denny Reoder Jon Freemon Heleno Godwin Bob Wough
Jone Boll Rod Perkins Simon Row-Rees Jo de lo Solle
Tom Hughes Borborq Perkins Mick Kelly Alon Rovenscroft
Potricio Evons Koren Honds Avril Moore

ISA Membership. I wish lo become on orlist / ossociole member of ISA

Nome

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Mobile

e-moil

Signed

I om enclosing on omount of t io cover my onnuol subscription

(f 10/f5 concessions)

(Pleose moke cheques/postolorders poyoble to LSA)

Dote

Pleose send lo: Groce Newmon, Membership Secretory,20 Culworth Close,
Leomington Spo CV3l 3DH

$w YY N $ Y $ .$s*$ss$s $

Hoving hqd on open exhibition in the summer, we hove decided lo reploce
lhe oulumn open exhibition with lhe

&$A CflAJ$trrtlJA$ Ps8;rtr-
FBIO'LT lf Oecemten fipm AIl /ate

Sl. Pqlf iC kt S lf ish CIU b, or Aderoide Rd. Leominsron spo
TICENSED BAR

PLEASE COME DRESSED AS AN ARTIST OR AS A WORK OF ART!
pRrzE GrvEN FOR THE MOST TNTERESTTNG / OUTRAGEOUS OUTFTT

Friends end pwtnses rileleorne
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ARTSPAGE

\nnette Bridges o 27

James Butler p6

Mick Rafferty p2

Rosemary Keep p

Peter Thornley p25

I

Bartlett p26

arpenter pl9

ne Ball p28



PAULA REGO
THE CHILDREN'S CRUSADE

LIMITED EDITION ETCHINGS

THE WHITE ROOM

H.M. GRAPHICS,l 1 1REGENTSTREET
LEAMINGTON SPA, CV32 4NU
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